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About This Game

When the infamous detective Dale Vandermeer wakes up in an ominous room without any recollection of his past, he soon finds
himself part of a bizarre game orchestrated by an old foe. Dale must solve increasingly challenging puzzles to escape the room

and recover his memories.

Cube Escape: Paradox Features:

 A unique, never-before-seen, game/film crossover experience

 The absorbing gameplay, atmosphere and wealth of puzzles fans would expect from the tenth Cube Escape game

 A ton of connections and interactions with Paradox - A Rusty Lake Short Film

 There will be two different chapters available (one for free and one premium) with multiple endings

 Beautiful paintings handmade by Johan Scherft

 Immersive and atmospheric soundtrack by Victor Butzelaar

 Powerful voice-overs by Bob Rafferty and lead actor David Bowles
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 Supporting 14 different languages
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I hope you had a merry Christmas!:

This week we shared a video with 5 special items from Rusty Lake on YouTube: watch here. Can you unravel the mystery? Let
us know if you have found it and have a chance to win a special Rusty Lake Coffee mug: Google Form[goo.gl].

Make sure to download the latest update for Paradox!

Happy Holidays :). Thanks for your support + Steam Awards!:
Hi guys,

Thanks all for making the release of Paradox such a big success! The movie and game combo was our biggest and most exciting
Rusty Lake project so far and we couldn't be happier with all the positive reviews and comments here on Steam. We are very
grateful to have such a great community!

A few weeks after the release we needed some time off, but still we were quite busy with events and fulfilling all the Paradox
Kickstarter rewards. We are now fully back to work and planning a small update for Paradox very soon, mostly fixing some
small bugs and adding new languages :)

We are also starting with a prototype for our next project but this will take quite some time. We hope to show you guys more
near the end of the year, where we will also share our goals for 2019. In the meantime.. if we happen to be your favorite
developer and/or made you favorite game this year, please leave nomination at the Steam Awards page and you will get a badge
in return :)
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 Lovely
art by @astaroth_6.

Robin & Maarten
Rusty Lake

Follow us on
Instagram[www.instagram.com]
Twitter
or Facebook[www.facebook.com] to receive more weekly updates..  Watch the accompanying Paradox - A Rusty Lake
Film now::
https://store.steampowered.com/app/909090/Paradox_A_Rusty_Lake_Film/
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